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Introduction
Crown gearings are not a new type of gear sys-

tem. On the conttary. !hey have been in, lise since
very early times forvariou tasks. 1beir earliest
fornl is \hal, or the driving sproe"-e:I,found lnancienr
Roman watemril1 or Dutch windmills. The first
principles of gear geometty and simple methods of
production (shaperclltling) were developed in the
~940s.11l.1be 1,9505, however, crown gears' impar-
lance declined.Their tasks were, f r example, taken
over by bevel gears, which ere easier to manufac-
nne and ,could transmit greater power. Currenl, sub-
ject literature accordingly ,contain vel)' Iilde infor-
mation on crown gears directed mainly to pointing
out their limitations (Ref. 1)"

That lite..rnlUrecontrasts with tudies and devel-
opment work carried out independ. nUyin the
United States and the Netherland over the last 10
years. Th research in those two countries laid, the
foundations for the deign 1l1Idcalculation of 'crown
gear trains and, particularly, developed new, com-
petitive production processes. Overall, those trends
indicate that crown gear train again represent an
interesting solution for an increasing number of
applications.

AppUcaUORS Cor Crown Gear Sy tams
The range of application for crown gears is

extremely wide and i practically unlimited because
of all the gears.' po sible sizes, materials and quali-
ties. The application of crown gears is most practi-
cal when their peciall properties and characteristies
can be exploited sy tematica1ly. The examples and
pioture of me Cylkro® face gears snown ~n this
article' have been made available by Crown Gear
B.V. of the Ne-thedands.

Angular crowngeartrnn mi sion with haft
angles from {)0_135° (Fig. 1) Wie used in miJling
machines, for example,~oJ 'the positioning of the
milling bead, Of as power i sent LO the tool.
Another example is the use of HO-shaft-angle

erowngeers in corneal mixers, '(Fig. 2).
Gear ratios of up 10 ] 5 can be realized with spur

pinions. The use of helical pinions offers the possi-
bility of even higher gear ratios,. seen in whee]
chair drives, using a gear ratio of 19.5 (Fig. 3).
Further improvements are tudied and tested. in
which pinions with a small number of teeth and
high helix angles, like worms, are being used.

The axial freedom of the pinion is particularly
useful, in applicatioll that require [ow backlash.
ThaxjaJ: mounting position of thepinion does not
affect the backlash. [0 application where the posi-
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Figure 3:-High crown
gear rano« ,in one stage.

Figure4-Crowfl gears
for a radar antenna with
low backlash.

lion of the axes should be very accurate-in robot
drives or radar antenna drives (Fig. 4)-crown gear
sets with low or zero backlash are used.

Another field of application is the area of elec-
trical handtools, An advantage in that application is
the direct mounting of the pinion on the motor
shaft, whereby the axial movements of the motor
shaft do not affect the contact pattern. Since the
number of crown gears used in the application-as
well as in other household appliances-is usually
very large.alternative production methods, such as
sintering, injection molding and metal injection
molding, are often used (Figs ..5 and 6).

A growing number of applications can be
found in the automotive area. Those applications
can be divided into low power drives, such as mir-
ror actuators, windshield wipers and starter
motors, and high power drives .. The high power
drives can be rear axle drives, using skived or
ground helical and offset crown gears, differential
gears or camshaft drives. Thanks to the cylindri-
cal pinions, a differential using crown gears can
be constructed significantly smaller in height and
weight than a typical bevel gear differential. of the
same power. The differential used in a 4X4 vehi-
cle, for instance (Fig. 7), is made of a small crown
gear and a large crown gear with several pinions
between them. By driving the pinions, the torque

is not divided equally between the front and the
rear axle, but the relation is proportional to the
diameters of the crown gears.

An additional advantage, closely linked with free
adjustment, is the simplicity of crown gear applica-
tions for multiple machine drives, power take-offs
and power splitting, transmissions whereby after
splitting the torque in the first stage, the torque
comes together again in the next stage. Several of
those power-split designs have been developed and
patented for helicopter transmissions. One patented
power split by Crown Gear B.V. (Fig. 8) shows an
input pinion driving the first output crown gear.
With help from a set of parallel gears (not interme-
diategears), a second pinion drives the second out-
put crown gear. The two crown gears are floating
axially and are mounted together at the back face or
are one part. Although more parts are needed in that
design, the advantages lie in a greater system power
density (gear size, bearings. shaft diameters).

Special Featu:resand Propel1ies
of Crown Gears

Crown gears are essentially angular gear systems
ill which the pinion. a normal cylindrical gear;
meshes with a rack-gear, the crown gear. The shaft
angle may vary across a continuous range from 0°
(cylindrical gear pair) to 135° (Fig. 9) fRef. 2). The
most cornrnoa application is, however, a shaft angle
of 900

• The following discussion will also focus on
that application.

As is evident from Figure 9, the geometty of the
crown gear is determined by its shaft angle, its required
gear ratio ancl-decisively-by its pinion geometry.
The pinion is a cylindrical gear. It can be a spur or heli-
cal gear and may be offset to the crown gear.

A particular characteristic of spur pinions is dlBt no
axial forces. act on the pinion bearings; such ystems
can therefore be smaller and lower-priced. Helical pin-
ions achieve higher overlaps and are subject to axial
loads that are smaller than for spiral bevel gears.

Shaft offsets are used principally when the
input and output shafts cross, for example, in a
muhidrive system or a power lake-off ..Combined
with helical teeth. shan offsets allow extreme
downward gear ratios (i = 1(0) in a relatively
small space (Ref. 2).

The most important attribute of crown gears is
doubtless the axial freedom of the pinion (Ref. 3).
The pinion can be displaced axially at random with-
01.11 altering the contact parameters or flank: play
(Fig. 9). That results iII a number of advantages.
First. assembly is greatly simplified; the pinion can
be positioned with relative freedom along its shaft
axis. The pinion also can be slid into place sideways
during assembly. Second, the "free adjustment" of
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the pinion shaft simplifies the interaction of a num-
ber of pinions with a crown gear or the use of a sin-
gle pinion to drive two crown gears.

Geometry of a Crown. 'Gear System
The most obvious external attribute of a crown

gear system is the shape of its teeth. The hape
changes continuously across the width of the tooth.
Studies aimed at a complete description of all
crown gear variants-that is, gear systems with.
spur, helical or offset shaft pinions at variou shaft
angles, have been conducted only recently in the
United States (Ref. 4) and the Netherlands (Ref. 5).
Numerical simulation software was developed in
the Netherlands for numerical contact analy i and
production simulation, laying the foundations for
the use of crown gears in power gear systems.

The roUowing sections describe the origins
and characteristics of crown gear geometry. The
simplest and most common case of a pinion with
spur teeth and shafts intersecting at an angle of
900 is considered.

KirJemalicprinciple. ln simplified form. a crown
gear may be imagined as the interaction of a spur-
toothed cylindrical gear with a curved rack. Figure
10 (left side) depicts the face ection of nch a rack-
andi-pinion combination, fu operatinn, the pinion.
drives the rack al a constant angular velocity, 0)1'

That re ults in a constant peripheral velocity, vbi' at
the base circle diameter, From thai, the nan latory
speed of the rack, vbar' may becalculated via the
ra k: pre sure angle. ~.

In the case of a. straight rack, vbar is constant
Because the crown gear revolves about its axis of
rotation however a variable radius-dependent hor-

izontal velocity vbarresults acrossthe face width of
the tooth. The velocity atthe outside diameter ofthe Figure ,[l-Patented powel' spliJjrom, Crown Gear B. V.

sure angle '~2:;;:: 00
• In practice, 0;.12 is reslricted to high-

er values (~2. ~ 100
, Ref. 5) dependent all the ratio and

the number of pinion teeth, to prevent undercut.
The largest pressure angle occurs al. the outside

diameter da2. of the crown gear. It limits the outside
diameter ofl:he teel:h in such a way that the tooth
crests become painted or overcut from a certain
pres ure angle lXa2 onwards (Fig. 10). In practice,
therefore, a maximum value of lXa2 = 45° is not
exceeded (Ref. 5)..

The newly developed numerical contact simula-
lions allow the tooth face of crown gear teeth to be
extended further than was previou ly pas ible (Ref.
6). A greater tooth face permits a morefavorabl.e load
distribution and is advantageous in terms of higher
transmittable torque, especially at low gear ratios.

Crown Gear .B.V (Ref. 5) achieves a greater
tooth face by applying continuous addendum mod-
ifications on the crown gear teeth, on the outside
diameter to prevent pointy teeth (case hardening),
and on the in ide diameter tn prevent contact errors

F,igul'£ 7-lnteraxiaJ
,crOWll gtal' differential
/01' a/oul'-wheel drill',.
car.

crown gear must accordingly be greater thanthat at
the inside diameter. In order for tooth contact to
exist over the entire face width of the tooth, the
pressure angle, 02. of the crown gear must con e-
quently change over the diameter of the gear. The
right-hand section of Figure 10 shows the resulting
tooth hape for the crown gear. The changing pres-
sure angle is hown dearly in the ection. 02. i
smallest at the inside diameter; it increases towards
greater diameters.

Usable .tootllflank. contacl'path cllrl/eand over-
lap..The fact that the crown gear pres ure angle I~

is variable means that the height of the tooth flank
that can be used actively for transmitting rotation
also varies over the diameter.

Apart from determining the usable tooth height,
the pressure angle ~ decides the feasible face

width of the crown gear. Theoretically, the mallest Figul'£' 9-Crow,n gear sY9tem and axial pinion /T,eedom, (Ref. 2).
radius di2. of the crown gear i found when the pres-
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process for crown gears, the crown gear is man-
ufaetured by means of a shaper cutter (Fig. ]2).

The shaper cutter must possess the tooth shape
of the pinion. Meally, it should have the same
number of teeth, but the number of teeth may be
increased to generate longitudinal crowning on
the crown gear flank,

Crown Gear B.V. has developed bobbing as a
new production process for crown gears (Ref. 5).
The process is carried out Oil a slightly modified
series hobbing machine (Fig. 13) ..Recent develop-
ments allow production on standard CNC hobbing
machines without amy modifications necessary.

The special feature of that type of bobbing is the
toroidal hob employed (Fig. B). The generating
motion of a pillion tooth in a tooth gap on the crown
gear is modelled in the face geometry of the hob,

The successive cutter teeth correspond to the tooth
profile of the pinion in discrete bobbing positions.
After one revolution of the cutter, the crown gear
has turned by one pitch.

The same rei triction apply to hobbing as to
shaping. The number of teeth and tooth shape of the
pinion continue to determine the cutter geometry.
By simulating a rotating pinion in the production
process, the bob's geometry must be closely related
to thepinion u eel later in the gearbox. However,
slight variations can be compensated, enabling the
use of a tool for a larger class of pinions. Frankly,
due to the kinematics, a shifting of the tool is not
possible. On the other hand production costs can
be reduced by using series hobbing machines,
which can. be additionally employed for hard fin-
ishingthe crown gear and, of course, for producing
conventional cylindrical gears.

Hard finishing. Tooth flankscan be finished
after case-hardening on a normal hobbing machine,
as in the case of soft cutting (Ref. 5). A carbide-
coated cutter is used.

Skive-hobbing achieves extremely good. pitch
accuracies (DIN qUality 3-4) and surface rough-
nesses CRa = 0.2-0.4 um) (Ref. 5). Other finishing
processes, like honing or grinding, must be used
when quality requirements are greater. Crown Gear
B.V. developed the continuous grinding process,
using either dressable or non-dressable grinding
worms ..In close cooperation with a European man-
ufacturer of grinding machines, a helical offset
ground crown gear was produced (Fig. 14) as a
replacement for a hypoid spiral bevel gear set for a
rear axle drive. Honing with a CBN-coated pinion
as the tool. is already being done. Figure 15 shows
the principle underlying the honing process.

During honing, material. is removed due to the
relative sliding motion ofthe flanks in the profile

axis. For non-offset pmions, an additional axial
motion in the pinion axis is necessary to achieve
machining at the pitch cone. That is not necessary
ill the case of offset pinions. The surface quality of
the gear cam be improved by honing; an improve-
ment in pitch accuracy is not po ible.

Conclusion
The use and application of crown gears is cur-

rently in transition. Newly developed computation-
a:J methods, including numericalcontact simula-
tion, provide decisive support for design and pro-
duction. For the first time, numerical de ign and
strength calculation methods are available, opening
the way to applications in power gear y tems.

Alongside those developments, innovative pro-
duction processes provide a basis 'for cost-effective
production of crown gear train. Systematic
exploitation of the special design features and prop-
erties of crown gears provides interesting solutions
for specific applications, offering analternative to
other gear concepts in many cases.
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